
High performance and elegance with the brand new all-in-one water coolers from Xilence. These advanced coolers 
combine impressive performance, quality, flexible hoses, and metallic design for the ultimate PC gaming experience.

Powerful and efficient:
With impressive TDP, these AiOs can effortlessly and efficiently cool even the most demanding CPUs. Stable and 
reliable cooling that delivers high performance even under extreme conditions.

Elegant design and premium materials:
The design of Xilence water coolers captivates with its elegance and the Infinity Mirror. The long, flexible, and sturdy 
hoses allow for easy installation and adapt flexibly to individual requirements. The ARGB and PWM 120mm fans are 
pre-installed, and the fan cables have been combined, requiring only one cable to be connected for both fans and 
pump. The high-gloss finish gives the system a sophisticated aesthetic.

Radiant lighting:
Immerse the system in a fascinating play of light. Xilence water coolers are equipped with powerful LEDs that 
illuminate the case with a bright ambiance. The lighting is not only impactful but also customizable to accentuate 
personal style.

Infinity Mirror with LED technology:
The LED technology creates a captivating infinite mirror effect that gives the system a futuristic and unique touch. 
The pulsating light of the Infinity Mirror expertly showcases the PC.

Product Features
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Gaming Series

Xilence LiQuRizer LQ360G.ARGB | LQ360G.W.ARGB 

- Sleek black and white design in metallic Infinity Mirror look
- Multi-socket brackets for AMD and INTEL
- Quick Mounting System
- Flexible hoses for versatile installation
- Only 1 cable for PWM/ARGB with pre-installed fans
- Large copper heat spreader and high-performance radiator
- Illuminated ARGB pump head with 3 PIN connector
- XILENCE ARGB PWM fans

All trademarks and registered marks are the property of their respective companies.
Errors excepted. Subject to change without prior notice. Images may differ from original product.



Technical Data

Logistical Data
Manufacturer Number 
Item Number
EAN Barcode

LQ360G.ARGB 
XC997 
4044953503924
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Gaming Series

02022024

AM5/AM4
LGA1851/1700/1151/1150/1155/1156/1200 
350W

397 x 120 x 27mm 
72 x 72 x 54mm 
450mm 
Aluminium
Copper

2400 ± 10% RPM 
<28 db (A)
0.3 A
Ceramic Bearing

120 x 120 x 25mm   
900 - 1850 ± 10% RPM 
Hydraulic bearing
76 CFM
PWM
18 - 28 dB (A)  
2.1mm H²O  
included
0.23 A
4PIN
Female ARGB 3PIN (5V AURA)

1.67 kg

LQ360G.W.ARGB 
XC998 
4044953503948

Sockets

CPU max. Watt

RADIATOR 
Size radiator 
Size waterblock   
Tube length    
Material radiator 
Material cold plate

PUMP 
Speed
Noise Level 
Current Input  
Bearing Type    

FAN
Fan Size
Fan Speed
Bearing Type
Air Flow
Fan Control
Noise Level
Max. static preassure 
Thermal Paste 
Current input
Fan-Plug
ARGB-Plug

Weight




